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I. INTRODUCTION 
'rtle nuclear industry is required by federal regulations and its 
own drive for maximum efficiency to maintain an unquestionably high 
level quality assurance (QA) program. Conventional QA testing methods 
are sufficient for components and procedures outside of reactor 
operation. The hostile environment of the reactor core makes continued 
quality assurance monitoring difficult. 'rtle monitoring activity re-
quires operational testing, and a technique used extensively for this 
type of testing is the study of randomly fluctuating variables. 'rtlese 
time varying fluctuations are termed reactor noise. Noise analysis is 
the statistical analysis of the noise to: a) extract information about 
characteristics of the system and b) function as a diagnostic tool (22). 
'rtle random fluctuations of interest in this s tudy represent fluctuations 
in the neutron flux caused by coolant flow variations, vibration of 
core components, and global reactivity effects (23) and are termed 
neutron noise. Neutron noise analysis has several advantages in the 
area of operational testing (24): 
1. 'rtlere is e ssentially no disturbance of reactor operation. 
2. Existing instrumentation and equipment can be used. 
3. Information can be obtained which cannot be obtained from 
other testing techniques. 
Neutron noise analysis can provide a higher level of assurance 
that the core's mechanical and hydraulic design integrity is being 
maintained . 'rtlis better understanding of the core's integrity can 
provide two benefits: 
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1. Incipient component failures can be detected and possibly 
corrected before a forced shutdown occurs. 
2. Wasteful deratings due to inadequate information can be 
avoided. 
The added knowledge of the core's performance during operation can be 
used to improve the design of future components or systems . 
Government regulatory agencies have used noise analysis in the 
past and may require its use in the future. In 1975 the Nuclear Regula-
tory Co1I1I1ission (NRC) required nine utilities to provide information 
about abnormal in-core vibrations (1). In 1969, the Advisory Committee 
on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) initiated a requirement for nuclear power 
plants to have a monitoring system for vibrations and loose parts. 
Neutron noise analysis can provide essential information in the detection 
of abnormal vibrations. 
Despite these favorable points of neutron noise analysis the 
nuclear power industry continues to be hesitant to use neutron noise 
analysis because of inadequate baseline data. A very important issue 
is the legal responsibility of a utility to shut down a reactor, there-
by incurring substantial financial losses, when neutron noise analysis 
indicates a change in reactor conditions not correlated with other 
variables being monitored or reduced performance of the reactor. The 
present state-of-the-art cannot adequately address this issue. Actual 
reactor experience with neutron noise analysis is needed to provide some 
insight into this issue. 
The objectives of this study are: 
1. A neutron noise data acquisition system will be developed. 
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2. The data acquisition system will be tested in an operating 
power reactor. 
3. The amount of data required to establish a noise signature 
pattern (NSP) will be determined. 
4. The length of time a NSP is valid will be indicated. 
5. A reactor monitoring system using neutron noise analysis will 
be proposed and tested. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
The techniques for utilizing neutron noise analysis have been 
firmly established, but little experience has been gained with power 
reactors. Analysis in the frequency domain has been proven to be very 
useful and will be used in this study (14). Methods for data acquisi-
tion have been described by Fry et al. (8), Fry et al. (9), and Lewis et al. 
(15). Techniques for data analysis have been developed by Gonzalez et al. 
(11) and Piety and Robinson (21). Data acquisition and analysis techniques 
used in the present study were strongly affected by the work done by 
Holthaus (13). 
Commercially available equipment for data acquisition and analysis 
was found to be cost prohibitive (5, 8). Therefore, existing data 
analysis equipment (19) was used and data acquisition equipment was 
built. 
Neutron noise analysis has been used successfully on a number of 
reactors and has been used routinely at the Trino Reactor (26). Lewis 
et al. (15) obtained noise signature patterns during startup physics 
testing and approach to full power at the Duke Power Company's Oconee I. 
Neutron noise analysis has been used by Fry et al. (8) to detect core 
barrel motion at the Consumers P0wer Company's Palisades Nuclear Plant. 
Mott et al. (18) and Harris (13) have used neutron noise analysis to 
detect the vibration and impacting of instrument tubes in BWR-4's. Fry 
(10) used neutron noise analysis to detect plugged off-gas lines at the 
MSRE and failures of both upper and lower control rod bearings at the 
HFIR. 
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III. THEORY 
A. Frequency Domain Analysis 
Neutron noise analysis is the statistical analysis of noise data 
to extract useful information about the operating conditions of reactor 
internal canponents. Noise data in the time domain are often trans-
formed to the frequency domain. The transformation from the time to 
the frequency domain is accomplished by using the fast Fourier transform 
(FFT) (6, 14) which is a digital computer algorithm for the calculation 
of Fourier transforms. Two important considerations in the use of the 
FFT is the window function applied to the data and the sampling frequency 
of the data in the time domain (4). The results of this transformation 
are the real and imaginary parts of a function termed power spectral den-
sity (PSD), which is the distribution of noise power as a function of 
frequency. The real and imaginary parts are used to form the PSD, shown 
in Appendix B. 
11le FFT has been applied to a wide range of reactor noise and 
this experience has firmly established the FFT and the resulting PSD 
as valuable noise analysis techniques . The noise signals are often 
analyzed in pairs to obtain a cross power spectral density (CPSD). 
CPSD's give the noise power distribution as a function of frequency 
which eliminates the noise that is not common (uncorrelated) to both 
detectors. A measure of the closeness of the cause-and-effect rela-
tionship between two detectors is coherence. Another useful relation-
ship between two detectors is the phase lag which can be converted into 
a time lag and used to calculate the coolant void velocity in the core. 
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B. At-Power Reactor Noise 
nie power spectral density (PSD) observed using a fission chamber 
in a power reactor is given by (10) 
2W Q2P W2Q2 
n n I 12 A + -;f Go(w) [¢s(w) (1) 
where the first term is the white-noise from the detection process, 
the second term is due to internal noise and the l ast term is the ex-
ternal reactivity term. The external noise is caused by component 
vibrations, coolant void formation, and reactivity feedback effects. 
Q is the charge transferred per neutron absorbed, W is the detector 
n 
efficiency, A is the neutron genera tion time, Pis the reactor power level 
and G0 is the zero power reactivity transfer function . Cohn (7) has shown 
¢8(w) to be proportional to P. Therefore, at the power levels in 
question, at least several hundred MW, the external reactiv ity noise, 
¢p( ~ is the dominant term and 
P2w2Q2 
A~ IG
0
(w) l
2
[¢p(w)]. (2) 
Also, the average detector current Ide is 
PW Q 
I = __ n_ 
de A (3) 
The voltage signal, Vdc' from which the dataweretaken is proportional 
to Ide· Therefore, 
¢N ( w) ex vd
2 
IG ( w) 1
2 
[ ~ ( u.V ] • c 0 p (4) 
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When the observed PSD is normalized, divided by Vdc' the PSD 
will be independent of power level. Furthermore, this normalization 
will account for the efficiency and sensitivity of the detector and 
the preamplifier gain. This normaliza tion allows spectra from dif-
ferent detectors and even different reactors of the same standard 
design to be compared on the same absolute scale. G (w) is approxi -
o 
mately a smooth function over the frequency range of interest. There-
fore, the PSD obtained from Eq. (4) takes on the shape of the external 
reactivity spectrum 'l>p(w) and the amplifying effect of IG
0
(w) 12 causes 
the PSD to be very sensitive to changes in </J. (w). p 
Fry et al. (9) have stated the frequency range of interest inBWR 
noise analysis as 0 to 10 Hz and that this range can be broken into 
two segments. In the 0 to 2 Hz range global noise dominates and in 
the 2 to 10 Hz range local noise dominates. The global noise is caused 
by total core reactivity changes and local noise is caused by coolant 
void formation and component vibrations. Therefore, loose parts and 
vibrations monitoring should concentrate on the 2 to 10 Hz frequency 
range. 
C. Frequency Domain Analysis in Power Reactors 
Neutron noise analysis in the frequency domain can be broken into 
three categories (22): 
1. Vibration measurements 
2. Approach to power monitoring 
3. Normal full-power operations. 
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Vibration measurement is the occasional use of neutron noise when 
reactor core internals are believed to be behaving abnormally. Neutron 
noise analysis combined with other noise analysis (pressure, acoustical, 
etc . ) can add very useful information about core internals movements. 
Approach to power monitoring is done to establish the background 
noise of the detectors to be used in full-power monitoring program. 
This background noise changes when the coolant flow rates, rod posi-
tions or core fuel composition changes . Therefore , to use neutron 
noise analysis for malfunction diagnosis, one must first collect a 
library of normal neutron noise signature patterns for normal opera-
tional conditions of the reactor. These neutron noise patterns are the 
PSD's and CPSD's discussed earlier. Lewis et al. (15) obtained neutron 
noise data for Oconee I during startup physics testing and the approach 
to full power to obtain information about the origina l noise pattern 
of the plant. 
The detectors monitored in the approach to power program will 
continue to be monitored at full power. This must be a continuing 
process for that particular reactor if neutron noise is to be useful for 
malfunction detection, because even the slightest intentional change 
of any core component can sometimes change the noise signature pattern 
(NSP) significantly. Automated data acquisition and analysis becomes 
very important at this stage of monitoring because most of the reactor's 
life will be spent in this operational condition. This stage of moni-
toring is the most use ful for surveillance and diagnostics. If a 
deviation from the normal pattern is detected when there is no ac-
companying change in operational conditions then a malfunctioning 
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component is most likely the problem. Even at this point one cannot 
select a particular component as having failed. All the change in the 
noise pattern indicates is that something in the core is not functioning 
normally. This is often very important information for reactor opera-
ti on. 
D. Requirements for Data Acquisition 
Noise patterns for normal reactor operation are required for noise 
analysis to be useful. These normal noise patterns must be obtained 
from averaging a sufficient number of PSD's. These PSD's must be ac-
quired during the same reactor conditions and time span, which requires 
data collection several times daily for a period of time sufficient to 
acquire the required noise patterns. Normalization is required to per-
mit these neutron noise patterns to be used for different reactors of 
the same design. The normalization consists of dividing the raw PSD 
by -v2 d 2 h an Ar, w ere 
V = mean voltage of noise data signal 
~ = total gain applied to data acquisition and analysis 
and thus, obtaining a normalized power spectral density (NPSD). The 
collection of enough NPSD's allows the establishment of a noise signa-
ture pattern. A noise signature pattern is a NPSD which characterizes 
a set of reactor operating conditions. It is the values of the noise 
signature pattern which are used in the detection of abnormal reactor 
operation. The difference between a NPSD and a noise signature pattern 
10 
is that a NPSD is derived from one data record and a noise signature 
pattern is acquired from averaging a sufficient number of NPSD's. 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND EQUIPMENT 
A. Data Signal 
The neutron noise data studied were taken from Local Power Range 
Monitors (LPRM's) in the core of the Duane Arnold Energy Center, a 
540 MW BWR-4, located at Palo, Iowa. The Duane Arnold Energy Center 
(DAEC) was one of the BWR-4's that experienced LPRM tube impacting 
against fuel channels. The bypass coolant holes in the core plate 
were plugged to reduce coolant flow induced vibrations. To cool the 
detector, two 9/16" diameter holes were drilled in the lower tie plate 
to allow a reduced coolant flow. Duane Arnold was at 100% power during 
most data collection. These LPRM's are composed of vertical strings 
of four fission chambers spaced regularly throughout the core. The 
four fission chambers of each LPRM are spaced 18, 54, 90, and 126 
inches from the bottom of the core and labeled A, B, C, and D respectively. 
The signal from each detector is composed of a mean voltage (V) with a 
small, fluctuating noise voltage (dv) superimposed upon it, shown in 
Fig. 1. It is this small noise signal which carries the useful informa-
tion. 
The LPRM string chosen for this study was 40-25, shown in Fig. 2. 
40-25 was chosen because all the surrounding control rods were completely 
withdrawn during all data acquisition. 
B. Equipment 
The main functions of data acquisition and analysis equipment 
are: 
_J 
< z: 
<.!> -V> 
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RANDOMLY FLUCTUATING 
COMPONENT <NOISE) 
TIME 
~ 
MEAN-VALUE 
OR 
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Fig . l. Components of a neutron sensor signal 
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• LPlll ASSEMBLIES 
Fig. 2. Location of Local Power Range Monitor 40-25 in the DAEC core 
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1. Removal of the mean signal voltage, amplification of the 
analog noise data and recording of this data on magnetic tape at the 
reactor sire. 
2. Conversion of analog data to digital data and calculation 
of PSD' s f r om digital data using FFT techniques and digita l computers 
at an off-reactor site location. 
Due to the amount of data needed for this study, the data acquisi-
tion equipment was left at the reactor site and operated by reactor 
engineering personnel. The data acquisition equipment consisted of a 
signal conditioning unit andanFM tape recorder. The tape recorder 
used was a Precision Instrument Company Model PI- 6200 four channel FM 
tape recorder . The signal conditioning unit was a locally designed 
unit called SPARTAN (Signature Pattern Acquisition from Rea cTor Ampli-
fied Noise) . SPARTAN was designed and built to maximize the probability 
of correct acquisition of all data necessary to obtain a NPSD. SPARTAN 
allowed the mean signal to be biased out, this bias voltage to be 
measured, the noise signal to be amplified, the gain applied to the 
noise data to be logged , and the data recorded for the proper time 
interval . 
To be analyzed, the recorded data were played back on the FM tape 
recorder and ipput to a device which filtered the data and conver ted 
the analog data to digi t al data . This filter/A-D device was designed 
and built by Harold Skank and his staff of the Ames Labor atory of DOE . 
The digital data were then input to the ALRR (Ames Laboratory Research 
Reactor) PDP- 15 computer which calculated raw PSD's using a FFT program. 
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The FFT program was calibrated using a Hewlett-Packard Model 3722A 
Noise Generator. 
C. Procedures 
The noise signals were recorded three times a day in 20 minute 
data records. All four signals from the LPRM string were recorded in 
each data record. Nine data records were acquired during the week of 
October 10, 1977 and three data records were acquired on January 20, 
1978. Only eight data records were acquired for detector A in October 
because of equipment failure. The reactor operating conditions for 
each data record are shown in Table 1. 
Table 1. Reactor operating conditions for data acquisition 
Thermal power Coolant flow 
Tape Number Date level (io) rate (%) 
23 10-10-77 100 100 
24 10-12-77 100 100 
25 10-13-77 100 100 
27 1-20-78 90 100 
The noise signals were then transported to the ALRR to be analyzed. 
These noise signals were then amplified and biased again to make the 
most efficient use of the A-D converter. The noise signals were then 
low passed filtered with an upper cutoff frequency of 10 Hz. To avoid 
aliasing (4), the sampling frequency (f) of the A-D converter should 
s 
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be at least twice the highest frequency of interest. The f used was s 
25. 6 Hz giving the highest usable frequency as 12. 8 Hz. The FFT program 
used these digital points to calculate raw PSD's. To avoid side lobe 
leakage (4), the cosine square window function was applied to the 
entire data record. Two signals of each data record were analyzed at 
one time to allow computation of cross power spectral densities (CPSD), 
coherence, and phase lag of the two signals. For each combination of 
data signals, the raw PSD of each signal and the real and imaginary 
parts of the CPSD were calculated and stored on computer data cards. 
The real and imaginary parts of the CPSD were used to obtain the CPSD, 
coherence and phase (4). 
Normalization of the raw PSD's was necessary to eliminate the 
dependence on reactor power level and to allow patterns from different 
reactors of similar design to be compared. This normalization of the 
raw PSD's creates NPSD (normalized power spectral density) and is very 
important. The idea of normalization was constantly used in all 
analysis and acquisition procedures and great care was taken to insure 
the normalization could be accomplished. The normalization factors 
used were: 
1. A-D conversion 
2. Filter gain 
3. FFT calibration 
4. -2 V , V = mean voltage of data signal 
5. 2 AT, Ar ~ total amplification during data acquisition and pre-
A-0 conversion signal conditioning 
6. Window function correction 
7. 
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2/Nf , this is a FFT factor (4). 
s 
The standard error E of the PSD, after calculation, is given by 
(4) 
(5) 
(B 
e 
where B is the frequency resolution of the FFT and T is the finite 
e r 
time length of each data sample transformed. 
to l/T therefore, 
r 
1 
€ = (L . T ) 1/2 
T r 
r 
1.00 
For the FFT, B is equal 
e 
(6) 
This standard error is quite unacceptable. To decrease the standard 
error the FFT program averages 40 data samples which gives: 
1 € = ~~~~---~~~~ 
(B x 40 x T ) 1 / 2 
e r 
1 (7) 
(40)1/2 
Frequency smoothing consists of combining neighboring frequency points 
and reduces the standard error and frequency resolution. Five point 
frequency smoothing was used because the resulting frequency resolu-
tion r etained the characteristics of the original NPSD and enabled 
abnormal characteristics to be detected. In this case: 
1 = 0.0707 (8) E = 
(5 x B x 40 x T ) 1/ 2 
e r 
Frequency smoothing was also carried out to increase the ease of handling 
the NPSD's in obtaining a signature pattern and subsequent malfunction 
detection. This statistical standard error ( E) is a theoretical lower 
limit on standard errors of further analysis processes and will only be 
used used when actual standard errors cannot be calculated. The standard 
18 
error calculated from noise data contains two error components. One 
component is the measurement standard error and the other is the reactor 
operating characteristics standard error. 
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V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
A. Characteristics of Noise Signature Patterns 
The comparison of NPSD's from one day to the next would not detect 
gradual changes in reactor operation and would provide useful information 
only if there were a sudden change in reactor operation. A more useful 
approach is the use of NSP's, noise signature patterns. Noise signature 
patterns for each distinct mode of operation, normal and abnormal, 
would be used to check for abnormal operating conditions. Use of noise 
signature patterns would facilitate the detection of gradual as well as 
sudden changes in reactor operational conditions. Since these noise 
signature patterns (NSP) are very important one must know how many 
normalized power spectral densities (NPSD) one needs to establish a 
NSP. 
The data used to form Fig. 3 were obtained by averaging a sue-
cessively larger number of NPSD's from October. This averaging 
procedure is demonstrated in Fig . 5. For each group of NPSD's averaged 
the composite standard error (CSE) was calculated using 
N 
cl L: (NPsn
1
. k - z ) 2) 112 
N i=l k 
CSE 
M 
= l L: 
M k=l 
(9) 
where M is the number of frequency points used in the NPSD, N is the 
number of NPSD's averaged, NPSDik is the ith NPSD point at the kth 
frequency point and ~ is the kth frequency point of the averaged NPSD. 
The composite standard error (CSE) is a measure of the range of varia-
tion for the NPSD's averaged. If the NPSD's averaged were very similar, 
shown in Fig. 5, the CSE would be small. If the NPSD's averaged were 
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Fig. 3 . Composi te standard error as a function of the number of NPSD ' s 
aver aged 
Fig. 4. 
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Fig . 5. Averaging two similar NPSD's 
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not so similar, shown in Fig. 4, the CSE would be large. Figure 3 
gives an indication of how many NPSD's are needed to obtain a noise 
signature pattern (NSP). The CSE increases as the number of NPSD's 
averaged increases until at six NPSD's the CSE becomes approximately 
constant. This constant CSE indicates that the range of variation for 
the NPSD's has been defined. Once this range of variation has been 
defined, the average NPSD of this group of NPSD's can be classified as 
a noise signature pattern. Thus , the NSP for thi s set of reactor 
conditions and detectors has been established for the data acquired in 
October. The January data set cannot be used to form a NSP since it 
contains only half of the six data records necessary. 
The amount of data needed for a NSP is an important question to 
have answered. Another important question to be answered is, wha t is the 
leng th of time a NSP is va lid if reac tor operating conditions ar e kept constant? 
Of course, time is also an operating condition since the core's composi-
tion and configuration will change with time because of fuel burn-up 
and normal wear, respectively. The length of time a NSP is valid can 
be partially determined by comparing the October data set to the 
January data set. The CSE's for all the data r ecords from October are 
0.126, 0.172 , 0.104, and 0.112 for detector A, B, C, and D respectively. 
When the January data records are combined with the October data records 
the CSE's are 0.254, 0.169, 0.114, and 0.137 for detector A, B, c, and 
D respectively. This change in the CSE's indicates that the NSP's 
obtained from October data are valid for a period of time less than 
three months. 
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The data from October can be used to form NSP's, and these are 
shown in Figs. 6-9. These NSP's are very similar in shape and magnitude 
to NPSD ' s obtained by Fry et al. (9). The 0-2 Hz range is governed by 
the large global effects, and the 2-10 Hz range by the local noise 
sources. 
Normalized root-mean-square (NRMS) values are proportional to the 
area under a NPSD curve . NRMS values for several frequency ranges for 
the four NSP's are given in Table 2. The interesting point of this 
table is the NRMS levels for the NSP's in 2-9.4 Hz range. This is the 
range where local noise sources are dominant. The NRMS values, in the 
2-9.4 Hz range, indicate that detector A has the largest amount of 
neutron noise followed by C, B, and lastly D with the least amount of 
noise. In normal reactor operation, with no abnormal vibration, coolant 
void formation is the major noise source in the 2-10 Hz range. Thus, 
one would think that detectors A and D should have their positions 
reversed in the order of noise level. The D, C, B, A order of neutron 
noise levels in the 4-10 Hz range was reported by Blomberg and Akerhielm (S) 
for the 440 MW Oskarshamn I BWR. Ando et al. (2) also reported the 
D, C, B, A order of noise level in the 1-10 Hz range for the 460 MW 
Fukushima I BWR. The Oskarshamn and Fukushima reactors have core 
configurations that are different from the DAEC, so no conclusions can 
be drawn until more is known about correlating noise data from reactors 
with different core configurations. 
Holthaus (13) reported a decrease of the negative slope of NPSD's 
in the 1-10 Hz range as detector height in the core increases . The 
NSP's obtained in this study exhibit that same trend from 2-9.4 Hz. 
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Fig. 6 . No i se signatur e pattern for detector A in October 
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Table 2. Normalized RMS values for the NSP's 
NSP 
40-25-A 
40-25-B 
40-25-C 
40-25-D 
NRMS 
0.05-9.4 Hz range 
1. 78(10- 2) 
1.91(10- 2) 
2 .48(10- 2) 
1. 89 (10- 2) 
NRMS 
0.05-2 Hz range 
1. 36 ( 10- 2) 
1.52(10-2) 
2.08(10- 2) 
1.55(10- 2) 
NRMS 
2-9.4 Hz range 
4.20(10-3) 
3.93(10-3) 
4.00(10-3) 
3. 37(10- 3) 
-7 Detector A has a slope of - 8.95(10 ), detector B has a slope of 
- 7.42(10- 7), detector Chas a slope of - 6.91(10- 7), and detector D has a 
slope of - 5. 09 (10- 7). The units of these slopes are (l/Hz2) . The slopes were 
calculated using points (2.9 and 8.65 Hz) that were a good indication of the 
pseudolinear portion of the pattern. 
Normalized cross power spectra l densities (NCPSD) can provide information 
because noise sources coumon to two detectors can be detected. Severe 
vibration or impacting of objects in the core would cause noise coumon 
to more than one detector and this vibration or impacting would cause 
an increase in the NCPSD at the frequency of the vibration. Coherence 
is another important function to consider in combination with NCPSD's. 
The NCPSD's obtained from DAEC d~tectors C and D are similar to those 
obtained by Mathis et al. (16), in shape and magnitude. The coherence 
function generated from DAEC noise data for C and D is similar in 
shape to that obtained by Mathis et al. (16h but the DAEC coherence is 
50% less than Mathis' coherence f or the 1-5 Hz r ange and appr oximately 
equal for the 5-9.4 Hz range. Mott et al. (18) has set forth specific 
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criteria for the detection of LPRM instrument tube impacting against 
fuel boxes in BWR-4's. These criteria are: 
1. NCPSD > 2(10-6) in the 4 Hz region and 
2. Coherence >0.2 in the 4 Hz region 
and should be applied to the top two detectors in the detector string, 
C and D. All the NCPSD's obtained from DAEC for C and D detectors were 
-6 less than 2(10 ) and had corresponding coherence values of less than 
0.2 for the 4 Hz region. In March, following the noise data acquisition, 
DAEC went through refueling procedures. The 40-25 LPRM detector was 
visually inspected for excessive wear. No excessive wear or evidence 
of impacting was found. 
Coherence and NCPSD functions indicate the break point in frequency 
between global and local neutron noise sources. Global noise sources 
affect the entire core and all detectors would have high coherence and 
NCPSD values in the frequency range of the global noise. Figures 10-13 
and 14-17 are of representative NCPSD and coherence functions and 
indicate the frequency break point for global and local noise sources 
is approximately 2 Hz . This result agrees with Fry et al. (9). 
Phase lag data can give the coolant void velocity between two 
detectors. Void velocities (V ) can be calculated using 
v 
v 
v 
L 
T (6) 
where L is the distance between the two detectors, and T is the slope 
of the phase versus frequency, shown in Figs. 18-20. T is in Deg/Hz 
and must be multiplied by 1/360 to be converted to seconds. The 
calculated V from B to C is 18.1 ft/sec and is 21.7 ft/sec from v 
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C to D. These velocities agree well with velocities calculated from 
the Hatch-1 BWR by Atta et al. (3). 
B. Application to Reactor Monitoring 
Neutron noise analysis can be useful to reactor monitoring if 
used with a complete library of NSP's for normal and abnormal reactor 
conditions. NSP's can be used in two ways. The first way is in the 
form of a characteristic NRMS value and the second way is a NSP covering 
the frequency range of interest. 
Neutron noise is a statistical process. Therefore, the NSP and 
NRMSvaluesobtained from this noise are statistical in nature and have 
statis tical errors associated with them. This statistical error can 
be interpreted as the allowable variation of the value under study. 
Two such statistical values are said to be equal if they are in the 
range of each other's statistical error. The statistical error, or 
allowable variation, is impossible to calculate theoretically for 
power reactor noise. Therefore, the variation of the data must be 
used to establish the allowable variations of the data. 
The allowable variation in the NRMS values was found by noting 
the variation in the NRMS values of the NPSD's used to form the signa-
ture patterns for October; these results are given in Table 3 . Any 
NRMS value for any detector outside the limi~s given in Table 3 would 
be a prime object for further analysis. The allowable variation in 
the NSP for any one frequency point was determined by noting the maximum 
fractional deviation for any one frequency point of all the NPSD's 
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Table 3. Allowable variations for NRMS values and NSP fractional devia-
tions to be used in the monitoring system 
NSP 
A 
B 
c 
D 
NRMS 
0.05-9.4 Hz 
1. 72(10- 2) 
to 
1. 85 (10- 2) 
1.64(10- 2) 
to 
2. 07 (10- 2) 
2. 30(10-2) 
to 
2. 79(10- 2) 
1.84(10- 2) 
to 
1.96(10- 2) 
NRMS 
2-9.4 Hz 
3.96(10-3) 
to 
4.48(10-3) 
3.43(10-3) 
to 
4.27(10-3) 
3.75(10-3) 
to 
4.42(10- 3) 
3. 22(10- 3) 
to 
3.69(10-3) 
Maximum 
fractiona l 
devia tions 
0.51 
0.41 
0.39 
0.53 
used to form the signature pattern. These fractional deviations 
were calculated using 
jNPSDk - NSPk I 
FDk = NSP 
k 
where k refers to the fr e quency point . These· maximum fractional deviations are 
given in Table 3. If, in comparing a NPSD to a signature pattern, 
any frequency of the NPSD has a frac tiona l dev iation greater than the 
maxilll.lm fractional deviation for that de t ector t hen that frequency of the 
NPSD is in question. 
NSP's could be used in three stages: 
1. NRMS values are calculated daily and if trouble is indicated, 
stage 2 is used. 
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2. The NPSD is calculated and compared to the NSP over a few 
frequency ranges known to indicate abnormal reactor conditions . 
3. The present NPSD is compared to the NSP over the entire 
frequency range. 
The NRMS calculation is convenient and inexpensive because it re-
quires none of the complicated computer programming necessary for a 
NPSD calculation. The procedure for NRMS monitoring would be: 
1. Sample detector signal in question to establish the mean 
value V of the signal. 
2. Low pass filter the signal with the upper cutoff frequency 
of 10 Hz. 
3. Digitize the analog signal a t no less than 20 samples per 
second . 
4. Subtract V from all digitized points. 
5. Square and average all digitized points. 
6. Find the square root of the value calculated in #5. 
7. Compare NRMS value from step #6 to allowable range of NRMS 
values. 
The second stage of monitoring would be in the fr equency domai n 
and wou ld be c omposed of a quick comparison, on a fractional deviation basis, 
of the present NPSD to the NSP a c a few frequency ranges known to 
contain trouble areas. The frequency range of 0-2 Hz and 8-10 Hz 
have not been shown to contain information about abnormal vibrations. 
Therefore, these frequency ranges could either be ignored or be reduced 
to one datum point for each range. It has been indicated by Mott et al . 
(18) and Holthaus (13) that the 2-8 Hz frequency range contains a large 
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portion of the vibrational information. Mathis et al. (17) and Holthaus 
(13) have shown that abnormal peaks in the 2-8 Hz range are usually 
1-2 Hz wide at their maximum width. There fore, frequency resolution of 
0.5 Hz would insure detection of an abnormal signal . The second stage 
of analysis would be comprised of comparisons of the present NPSD to 
the normal NSP with one frequency point in each of the 0-2 Hz and 8-10 
Hz range s and frequency points at 0.5 Hz interval in the 2-8 Hz range . 
The third stage of ~nalysis would be either a total NPSD- to-NSP 
comparison or a segment of the NPSD compared to the NSP. If the 
frequency range of the abnormal signal was detected in step 2 then 
that frequency range would be examined using the highest frequency 
resolution possible. This abnormal signal could then be compared with 
other we ll-defined abnormal signals. If the frequency range of the 
abnormal signal was not detected by step 2 then a full NPSD, at moderate 
frequency resolution, could be compared to the NSP to detect the ab-
normal signal. Once detected, the abnormal signal's frequency range 
could be c l osely examined. 
To check the monitoring system an abnormal NPSD was analyzed. 
The abnormal NPSD was generated by superimposing a segment of an ab-
normal PSD upon a NPSD for detector D, shown in Fig. 21. The abnormal 
PSD was obtained by Holthaus (13) in June of 1975 when the DAEC was 
experiencing LPRM tube vibrations and impacting against channel 
boxes. The data of Holthaus were not normalized so only PSD's (power 
spectral densities) were produced, shown in Fig. 22. The portion of 
the PSD that is abnormal is the peak in the 3-5 Hz range. Because the 
abnormal data were not normalized the abnormal peak could not be directly 
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superimposed upon the present NPSD. The percentage increase of the 
abnormal peak to the assumed normal PSD curve for Fig. 22 was calculated. 
These percentage increases were then applied to the NPSD curve of Fig. 21 
to produce the abnormal peak of Fig. 21. 
Four different abnormal peaks were generated to test the sensitivity 
of the monitoring system. These abnormal peaks are as follows: 
1. Total abnormal peak area 
2. 0.4 abnormal peak area 
3. 0.2 abnormal peak area 
4. 0.08 abnormal peak area . 
The results of the analysis of the abnormal peaks using the monitoring 
system are shown in Table 4. 
Comparison of NRMS in the 0.05-9.4 Hz range to the allowable NRMS 
values shown in Table 3 indicate no abnormal signal but, comparison in 
2-9.4 Hz range indicates an abnormal signal in three of the four cases. 
The fourth signal would represent a small departure from normal condi-
tions and most likely no damage would be done by this small deviation 
from the normal. The large noise levels of the global effects mask 
the variation in the 2-9.4 Hz noise l evels. Therefore, in using NRMS 
values as an indication of abnormal conditions only the 2-9.4 Hz range 
should be used. The 2-8 Hz range could also be used since this range 
contains a large portion of the vibrational information. 
Comparison of allowable fractional deviations to the abnormal fractional 
deviations indicated abnormal conditions in all four signals . This result 
supports the use of fractional deviation comparison as the more detailed 
method for the monitoring of reactor conditions because of its sensitivity. 
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Table 4. Abnormal NPSD data for detector D 
Signal 
Total abnormal 
peak 
0.4 abnormal 
peak 
0.2 abnormal 
peak 
0.08 abnormal 
peak 
NRMS 
0.05-9.4 Hz 
1.90(10- 2) 
1.88(10- 2) 
1.87(10- 2) 
1.86(10- 2) 
NRMS 
2-9.4 Hz 
5.41(10-3) 
4. 25(10-3) 
3. 77(10-3) 
3.46(10-3) 
Fractional deviation 
with respect to the 
NSP for detector D 
9.99 
8.79 
1. 99 
1.67 
The ideal method of reactor monitoring using noise analysis is 
dependent on a complete library of noise signature patterns for every 
phase of normal reactor conditions and any possible abnormal conditions. 
Also, the suggested monitoring system is just that, a suggestion. It 
is based on the limited amount of information available and should 
not be taken as all inclusive and functional. Instead, it is only a 
place to start to develop more sophisticated methods. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 
The equipment and procedures developed by this study permit the 
relatively easy and low cost acquisition of noise data. These two 
improvements were provided by the data acquisition equipment's ability 
to be left at the reactor site. The data are then acquired by reactor 
engineering personnel with little or no interruption to their normal 
activities. The researcher can set up the data acquisition equipment 
and not return to the reactor site until the desired amount of data 
have been acquired. It is possible to leave the equipment at the 
reactor site for days or even weeks to acquire data and be assured all 
necessary data have been recorded. Researchers and reactor personnel 
must work together to acquire the large amount of baseline data necessary 
to achieve confidence in neutron noise analysis. 
The amount of data, i.e., NPSD's, needed to establish a noise 
signature pattern was determined. Six to nine NPSD's need to be 
averaged to produce a signature pattern. This result is supported by 
the composite standard error "plateau" formed in Fig. 3 . 
The time interval a NSP is valid was de termined as less than three 
months. The CSE for detector A using October data is 0.126 . When the 
January data was combined with the October data, the CSE for detector 
A increased 101.5%. Similar changes in the CSE of 1.5%, 9.6%, and 22.7% 
were observed for detector B, C, and D respectively. These changes in 
the CSE 's indicate a change in NPSD's from October to January. 
NSP's have decreasing negative slopes, in 2-9.4 Hz range, as 
detector height in the core increases. The slope becomes less negative 
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because of an increase in noise in the high (10 Hz) frequency range. 
The increase in noise is due to increased coolant void formation. 
Detector C displayed the largest amount of global noise followed by D, B, 
and A. Detector A displayed the largest amount of local noise followed by 
c, B, and D. These conclusions are supported by the results in Table 2. 
Coherence and NCPSD functions indicate that the frequency range 
of 0.05-9.4 Hz is composed of two r egions with different characteristics . 
The first region is from 0.05 Hz to approximately 2 Hz. In this region 
the coherence and NCPSD functions have initially high values which 
decrease rapidly as frequency increases. In the second region, 2-9.4 Hz, 
the NCPSD function decreases with a constant slope. The 2-9.4 Hz 
region of the coherence function has much lower values and fluctuates 
more rapidly than the 0.05-2 Hz region. The 0.05-2 Hz region is 
dominated by global noise effects and the 2-9.4 Hz region is dominated 
by local noise effects. 
Phase lag functions can be used to calculate coolant void velocities. 
Void velocities obtained in this study agree with velocities calculated 
by Atta et al. (3). 
A reactor monitoring procedure utilizing neutron noise analysis 
was successfully tested using actual abnormal neutron noise data. The 
monitoring procedure consists ot three stages, each stage pr ogres sively 
more expensive in time and money and providing more precise informa-
tion. NRMS analysis detected an abnormal signal five times small er 
than the actual abnormal noise signal for LPRM instrument tubes impacting 
against channel boxes. The comparison of NPSD's to signature patterns , 
on a fractional deviation basis, can detect and locate, in the frequency 
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domain, very small deviations from normal operating conditions. Frac-
tional deviation comparison detected abnormal signals 12.5 times smaller 
than the actual abnormal signal for LPRM instrument tubes impacting 
against channel boxes. The use of NRMS analysis would detect LPRM 
tube vibrations before damage occurred. NSP analysis, on a frac t ional 
deviation basis, would allow the abnormal signal to be classified as 
representing a LPRM impacting against a channel box, if a NSP por-
traying this impacting was available from the reference library of 
abnormal NSP's. 
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VII. FUTURE WORK 
Neutron noise data must be collected and analyzed on a routine 
basis. The first goal is to determine the length of time a NSP is 
valid, and the second goal is to establish a library of NSP for the 
full range of reactor operating conditions . 
The monitoring procedure must be tested and modified to fit the 
reactor personnel and equipment requirements. Experience and baseline 
data must be gained to build confidence in neutron noise analysis. 
After this confidence is gained a system for continuous on-line monitoring 
should be designed to fit the reactor personnel and equipment abilities 
and then presented to the power plant management for acceptance . 
For utility acceptance the neutron noise monitoring program must 
provide the maximum amount of data with the greatest amount of ease and 
the least expe nse . Future work should determine the number of detectors 
that need to be routinely examined. This work should be done to 
determine the number of detectors in a LPRM string that need to be 
monitored and the number of LPRM strings that need to be monitored. 
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X. APPENDIX A. 
NORMALIZATION PROCEDURES 
Normalization of the raw PSD's, calculated using the PDP-15, is 
very important because this normalization enables NPSD's from reactors 
of similar design to be compared. The frequency (fk) dependent normaliza-
tion used in this study consisted of seven factors: 
1. Analog to digital conversion factor, Aa = (10/2048) 
2. Window function attentuation, Aw = (1/0.5) 
3. Transformation factor, At= 2/(N · fs) 
4. Calibration factor of FFT program, K 
5 . Filter attentuation, l/X(fk) 
6 . Total gain AT applied to the signal squared, l/Ai 
7. Mean value V of the time domain data signal squared, l/V2. 
Factors 1-4 are constants for each channel for the A-D converter, 
A and B, The first factor, A-D conversion, is a specification for 
-5 the converter and is 2.38(10 ). Both channels of the converter are 
the same. The window function correction (20) is 1/0.S and the trans-
f ormation factor (4) is 2/(512 • 25.6) or 1.53(10-4). 
The calibration of the FFT program yielded different constants 
for each channel of the A-D converter . The first step of this calibra-
tion was to find the frequency at which the filter of the A-D converter 
had a gain of unity. Then a white noise generator, Hewlett Packard 
model 3722.A, producing a 0,02 (volts2) PSD, over the 000 500 HZ range, was input to 
the analysis equipment. The FFT output at the frequency where the filter gain 
equals 1.0 was then multiplied by the factor needed to obtain a 
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2 0.02 (volts) value or 
where YFFT is the PSD value from the FFT output and K is the calibr ati on 
factor of the FFT program. Therefore, 
K = 0.02/YFFT" 
Channel A of the A-D converter has a KA of 2.98(105) and channel B has a 
~of 3.79(105). 
are 
Tiie total conversion factors of co~ining 1-4 in the previous list 
channel A-2.17(10- 3), channel B-2.76(10-3). 
Tiie filter attenuation is a set of correction factors corresponding 
to the frequency range s used in calculating the NPSD's. Tiie noise 
generator signal was input to the analysis equipment and the output of 
the FFT program was normalized to the value corresponding to the frequency 
at which the filter had been proven to have a gain of unity. The 
appropriate frequency ranges of the PSD's were then divided by the cor-
responding filter attenuation factor during normalization. Tiie set of 
filter attenuation factors follows: 
Filter At t enuation Factors 
XA XB fk(Hz) 
Oe7510E 00 0.93 lOE 00 Oe1500E 00 
O. 8720E 00 0.1080E 01 Oe4000E 00 
Oel004E 01 Oel2•3E 01 0.6500E 00 
O. 8630E 00 0. 1074E 01 o. 9000E 00 
0.8060E 00 0.1001E 01 Oe 1150E 01 
o. 7430E 00 Oe9240E 00 o. 1400E 01 
0.8320E 00 O. 1 037E 01 o. 1650E 01 
0.7800E 00 Oe96<iOE 00 Oe1900E 01 
XA 
Oe9490E 00 
0.8810E 00 
0.1017E 01 
0.8150E 00 
Oel007E 01 
0.1064E 01 
Oel007E 01 
Oe8770E 00 
0.9540E 00 
0.9720E 00 
0.1142E 01 
0.1074E 01 
0.1040E 01 
o.1os2E 01 
0.1118E 01 
Oe1319E 01 
Oe1134E 01 
Oel090E 01 
0.1335E 01 
o.12aoe 01 
0.1302E 01 
Oe1383E 01 
Oe1345E 01 
Oel570E 01 
Oel465E 01 
O. 1446E 01 
Oel536E 01 
Oel236E 01 
Oel169E 01 
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XB 
o.11a1E 01 
Oel097E 01 
O. l 227E 01 
0.1012E 01 
0.1250E 01 
o. 1287E 01 
O.l224E 01 
0.1090E 01 
Oe 1208E 01 
O. l 213E 01 
0.1727E 01 
0.1337E 01 
o. 1293E 01 
Oe1310E 01 
O. 1394E 01 
o. 1642E 01 
0.1399E 01 
0.1340E 01 
0.1655E 01 
O. 1585E 01 
0.1612E 01 
0.1699E 01 
0.1642E 01 
0.1905E 01 
o. 1 755E 01 
0.1 707E 01 
o.1763E 01 
0.1414E 01 
Oe l308E 01 
fk (Hz) 
o. 21 SOE 0 1 
0.2400E 01 
0. 2 650E 01 
O. 2900E 0 l 
0.3150E 01 
0.3400E 01 
0.3650E 01 
O. 3900E 01 
Oe4150E 01 
0.4400E 01 
Oe4650E 01 
Oe4900E 01 
o.s1soe 01 
o.s4ooe 01 
0. 5 650E 01 
0.5900E 01 
o. 61 SOE 01 
O. 64 OOE 01 
0.6650E 01 
0.6900E 01 
0.7150E 01 
0.7400E 01 
O. 7t>SOE 01 
O. 7900E 01 
o. 81 SOE 01 
O. 8400E 01 
o.s6soe 01 
0.8900E 01 
0.9 1 50E 01 
V and Ar were variables depende nt on the data s i gna l being processed. 
V and AT can best be understood by studying Fi g. 23 . To obtain these 
two values required planning a nd des i gning during construct ion of SPARTAN, 
use of the tape recorder, writing of data acqui sition procedures, and 
analysis of data to produce NPSD's. Once a ll t he required information 
is obtained then V and A.r can b e calcu l ated using 
v ... 
and 
s 
ave 
A A _A 
a r -r 
v __ a_ 
A~r 
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Tile normalization of CPSD's included the same factors as above 
but required modification of factors four and five because two channels 
are involved with the CPSD calculation. The FFT calibration factor 
for CPSD' s is 
K = (K K__)l/2 
C A~ 
where KA and ~ are the FFT calibration factors of channel A and B 
respectively. The filter attenuation factor XC(fk) for CPSD' sis given 
by 
X (f ) = (XX )l/Z 
C k A-~ 
where XA and~ are the filter attenuation factors for channels A and B 
respectively. 
For example, the total normalization factor for channel A at 3.15 
Hz with a V of 3 volts and a AT of 5 is: 
(A)
2
<AJ(A)(KA)(i )e2)(\) 
A V AT 
10 2 2.0 1 s 1 1 1 
<204s) <(512)(256))<o.s)[ 2•98 <10 )J<1.001)<
3
2)<
5
2) 
NT(3.15) = 9.57(10-6) 
Tile NPSD is then calculated a s 
Tile following is the program used to normalize raw PSD's. 
C THE PURPOSE OF T HI S PROGRAM IS TO CALCULAT E NORMALIZED 
C POWER SPECTRAL DENS ITI ES (NPSD), NORMALI ZED CROSS POW ER 
C SPECTRAL DENSITIESCNCPSD), COHERENCE<COHEN), AND PHASE FUNCTIONS. 
C NP S D,NCPSD ,COHEN,AND PHA ES VALUE S ARE PRINT ED WITH THEIR 
C CORRESPOND ING FREQUENCY AND GRAPHED. NPSD VALU ES AR E PUNCHED OUT 
C ON DATA CARDS WITH A BLANK CARD SEPARATING DIFF ERENT DATA SETS. 
C THE PROGRAM HAS S AMPL E CHARACTER AND CALL GRAPH STATEMENTS AND 
C YOU SHOULD INSERT YOUR OWN DESIRED STATEMENTS INTO THESE 
C POSITIONS . 
C THE PROGRAM CAN ACCOMODATE UP TO 2 00 FREQUENCY POINT S AND 
C AS MANY DATA SETS AS YOU WISH. 
C THE CONSTANTS USED IN THE PROGRAM AR E 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
1. FF=CORRECTION FACTOR FOR WINDOW FUNCTION APPLIED TO 
DAT A.A-D CONVERSI ON FACTOR, FFT PROGRAM CALIBRATION, 
AND TRANSFROMATION FACTOR. 
2 . FE=SAME AS FF BUT FOR DIFFERENT ANAL ZYER CHANNEL. 
THESE TWO VALUES WILL HAVE TO BE CHANGED. 
INPUT 
N=NUMBER OF FREGUENCY POINTS AVE RAGED OR SMOOTHED TOGETHER. 
C M=NUMBER OF FREQUEN CY PO I NTS AFTER SMOOTHING OF OR I GINAL DATA. 
C AFR EQ=FREQUENCY INCREMENT CF NPSD , NCPSD, AN D COHEN AFTER 
C SMOOTHUNG. 
C FREQ(l)=FIRST FREQUENCY POINT OF NPSO,ETC. AFTER SMOOTHING . 
C MM=NUMBER OF FREQUENCY POINTS IN ORI GINAL DATA. 
C Cl(l)=ARR AY OF FILTER ATTENUATION FACTORS CORRESPONDING TO THE 
C FREQUENCY POINTS AF TER SMOCTHING . 
C F(l)=SAME AS CI(I) BUT FOR DIFFERENT ANALY ZER CHANNEL. 
C A(I)=P SD FOR CHAN NEL A OF ANALYZER. 
C BCI>=SAME AS A<I> BUT FOR CHANNEL B. 
C PR(I)= REAL PART OF CPSD . 
C Pl(l)=IMAGINARY PART OF CP SD . 
C BFREO(l)=FREOUENCY POINT ARRAY BEFORE S MOOTHING. 
C VA=MEAN VOLTA GE OF DATA S I GNAL IMPUT TO CHANN EL A. 
C VB=MEAN VOLTAGE OF DATA S IGNAL INPUT TO CHA NNEL B. 
C AG=TOT AL GAIN APPLIED TO DATA SIGNAL FOR CHANNEL A· 
(j\ 
0 
C BG=TOTAL GA[N APPLI ED T O DATA SIGNAL FOR CHANN EL B . 
DIMENSION A( 2 00} 18( 2 00) ,C R ( 200) .CI (200) . NCPSD ( 200 ) • NAPSD(200) • 
1NBPSDC200) 1F( 200)1C OHEN ( 2 00)eWNAC200),~NB(200),FRE0 ( 2 00)1 
1PR(200)ePI(200)1PHASE ( 220 )eC0(200)1BFREQ (200) 
REAL NAP SD1NBPSD1NCPS D 
CHARACTER*20 XL/' FREQUENCY1HERTZ •/,YL/' NPSD(HZ-1) •/, 
lDAT/' P/F=l00/100 77286'/eYLO/' NCPSO(HZ-1) 1/1 
lGA/' DAEC 253 40-25-0 '/eGLA/' OAEC 253 40- 25-A'/, 
lGLO/' DAEC 253 40-25 A/D 1 /1YLT/' COHERENCE '/• 
1GB/ 1 DAEC 253 40- 25-C 1 /1GLB/ 1 DAEC 253 40-25 - B '/, 
l GC/' 
lGD/' 
lGE/' 
l GL/' 
lGLP/' 
lGLO/' 
lGLU/' 
l GLV/ 1 
l GLR/' 
l GLZ/ 1 
1 GLX/' 
lGLY / 1 
DAEC 
DAEC 
OAEC 
DAEC 
DAEC 
DAEC 
DAEC 
DAEC 
DAEC 
OAEC 
DAEC 
DAEC 
25 1 
251 
252 
252 
25 3 
25 1 
252 
252 
25 1 
253 
253 
251 
40- 25-D 1 /1GLC/ 1 DAEC 251 
40-25-C •/,GLD/' DAEC 251 
40- 25-D •/,GLE/ 1 OAEC 252 
40- 25-C •/,GLT/' DAEC 252 
40-25 B/C '/, 
40-25 
40-25 
40-25 
40-25 
40-2 5 
40-2 5 
40-25 
A/ D 
A/D 
B/C 
B/C 
B/D 
C/D 
8/0 
•/, . / . 
I/ t . /. . /. . /. . /. 
DAEC 252 lGLW / ' 40-2 5 8/0 . /. 
lGLL/' DAEC 252 40-25 C/D •/, 
l GLM/ 1 DAEC 251 40-25 C/D •/, 
lYLTR/ 1 PHASE I/ 
READ1N1M1AFRE01FREQ(l)1MM 
FF=2.167E-3 
FE=2.755E-3 
FG=2e443E-3 
DO 20 I =1 • M 
REA0551CI< l),F( l) 
WNA(I)=(SQRTCCICI>>l*( SQRT(F(I))) 
55 FORMATC 2F5 .4) 
20 CONTINUE 
40-25-A 1/e 
40-25-B '/, 
40-25-A I/' 
40- 25-B '/, 
°' ...... 
DO 8v I= 2 1M 
80 FRE Q( I) =FR EQ( 1-1) +A FREQ 
DO 99 NN = l13 
READ,VA1VB1AG1BG 
DO 1 I=loMM 
READ40 •A (I) 1 B {I ) 1 PR { I)• Pl ( I) 1 BFREQ ( I) 
40 FORMATCF10e31F9e31F9e31F9e31F5.2) 
1 CONTINUE 
DO 90 1=21MM 
90 IF (PR ( I ) • EQ • 0 •)PR ( I ) = (PR ( I -1 ) +PR ( I+ 1> ) / 2 
PR I NT91 
9 1 FORMAT ( 1 ',' PHA S E ANGLE • 14X1' FREQ UENCY 1 ) 
DO 10 I = l1MM 
NC P SD ( I > =S Q RT ( ( PR ( I ) * *2 ) + ( PI ( I ) * * 2) ) 
CO( I>=<NCP S DC I )**2)/(A( I >*BC I)) 
C CALCULATING PHA SE ANGLE 
PHA SE ( I>=< 180e/3 e1416)*ATAN{PI (I )/PR( I)) 
IF( Pl( I) . GT.o •• AND.PR( I )e GT.o. )PHASE< !)=PHA SE( 1)-360. 
IF(Pl{l).GT.O •• AND.PR(l)eLTeO•)PHASE(l)=PHA S E(I)-180. 
IF(PI(l).LT.O •• AND.PR(l).LT .O.)PHASE (l)=PHASE{l)-1 8 0. 
P R !NT1P HAS E(l)1BFREQ(I) 
10 CONTINUE 
DO 11 J= 1, M 
CR(J)=O.O 
L = ( ( .J- 1 ) * N ) + 1 • 0 
LL=L+N-1.0 
DO 12 K=L,LL 
CRCJl=CR(J)+(NCPSD (K)/N) 
12 CONTINU E 
11 CONTINU E 
DO 13 J=l1M 
NAPSD(.J)=O.O 
NBP SD(J)=O.O 
COHENCJ) =O. 
L=( (J-1 .O) *N) +1.0 
LL=L+N-1.0 
C CALCULATING NAPSD,NBPSD.NCPSD.AND COHEN. 
DO 14 K=LoLL 
NAPSD(J)=NAPSD(J)+(A(K)/N) 
NBPSD(J)=NBPSD(J)+(B(K)/N) 
COHEN<J>=COHEN(J)+(CO(K)/N) 
14 CONTINUE 
NAPSD(J)=(NAPSD(J)*FF)/(Cl(J)*((VA*AG)**2)) 
NBPSD(J)=CNBPSD(J)*FE)/(F(J)*((VB*BG)**2)) 
NCPSD(J)=FG*CR(J)/(VA*VB*AG*BG*WNA(J)) 
WRITE<7.50) NAPSO(J) 
50 FORMAT(E13.6) 
13 CONTINUE 
WRITE(7,49) NN 
49 FORMAT< 14) 
PR I NT61 
61 FORMAT(''•' NAPSO '•1Xo 1 
1 I COHEN I ) 
DO 30 J=l,M 
~RITE(7,50) NBPSD(J) 
NBPSD •,1x,• NCPSD ' , 1 X • 
PRINT60,NAPSD(J),NBPSD(J),NCPSD(J),COHEN(J),FREQ(J) 
60 FORMAT(' '•El0.3,El0.3,El0.3,El0.3,FS.2) 
NAPSD(J)=ALOGlO(NAPSD(J)) 
NBPSD(J)=ALOG!O(NBPSD(J)) 
NCPSD(Jl=ALOGlO(NCPSD(J)) 
30 CONTINUE 
WRITE(7o49) NN 
C THIS SET OF IF STATEMENTS SELECT THE GRAPHING LABELS FOR THE 
C DATA TO PLOTTED. SUGGEST GRAPHING NO MORE DATA THAN THE 
C EQUIVALENCE OF 16 GRAPHS OF 37 POINTS AND 4 GRAPHS OF 200 POINTS. 
IFCNN.EQ.2) GO TO 98 
IF(NN.EQ.3) GO TO 97 
IF(~N.EQ.4) GO TO 96 
CALL GRAPH(M,FREO.NAPSD,3,2,s •• -7 •• 2 •• 0 •• s •• -7 •• xL.YL.GC.DAT> 
CALL GRAPH(M,FREQ,NBPSD,3, 2 .s •• -7 •• 2 •• 0 •• s •• -7 •• XL.YL.GLD.DA) 
CALL GRAPH(M,FREQ,NCPSo,3,2,5 •• -7.,2 •• 0 •• s •• -a •• xL.YLOtGLY.O) 
CALL GRAPH(M,FREa.COHEN.3,2,5.,7.,2 •• 0 ••• 15,0 •• xL.YLT.GLYtDAT) 
CALL GRAPH(200.BFREQ.PHASEt3t2t5 •• 7 •• 2 •• o •• o •• o •• xL.YLTR1GLtD> 
GO TO 99 
98 CALL GRAPH(M,FREQ,NAPSDt3t2t5 •• -7 •• 2 •• o •• s •• -7 •• XL.YLeGCeDAT) 
CALL GRAPH(M,FREQ,NBPSD,3, 2 ,5.,-7.,2.,0.,5., -7.,XLtYLtGD,DAT) 
CALL GRAPH(M.FREQ,NCPSD.3.2.5 •• -7 •• 2 •• 0 •• 5., -s •• xL.YLO,GLM.O) 
CALL GRAPH(M,FRE01COHEN.3,2,s •• 1 •• 2 •• o.,.15,o •• xL.YLT1GLMeOAT) 
CALL GRAPH(200.BFREO.PHASE.3.2,s •• 1 •• 2 •• o •• o •• o •• xL.YLTR.GLtD) 
GO TO 99 
97 CALL GRAPH(M,FREQ,NAPS0,3,2,5.,-1.,2.,0.,5., -7.,XLeYLtGEtDAT) 
CALL GRAPH(M,FREQ,NBPSDt3t2t5 •• -7 •• 2 •• o •• s •• -7 •• xL.YLeGLT.DA) 
CALL GRAPH(M,FREQ,NCPS0,3,2,5.,-1 •• 2 •• 0 •• 5., -s •• xL.YLOtGLW.D) 
CALL GRAPH(M.FREOtCOHENt3t2t5 •• 7 •• 2 •• o ••• 15.o •• xL.YLT,GLW1DAT) 
CALL GRAPH(200.BFREQ,PHASE,3.2.5.,7 •• 2 •• o •• o •• o •• xL.YLTRtGLtD) 
GO TO 99 
96 CALL GRAPH(M,FREQ,NAPSD,3, 2 ,s •• -1.,2.,0.,5., -7 •• XLeYLtGLtOAT) 
CALL GRAPH(M,FREQ,NBPS0,3,2,5.,-7.,2.,0.,5., -7.,XLtYL,GLT,OA) 
CALL GRAPH(M,FREO.NCPSD13t2t5 •• -1 •• 2 .,o •• 5., -a •• xL.YLO.GLV.D) 
CALL GRAPH(M,FREQ.COHEN13t2t5 •• 7 •• 2 •• o.,.15,o •• xL.YLT.GLV,OAT) 
CALL GRAPH(2001BFREQ,PHASE,3,2,5.,7.,2 •• o •• o •• o •• xL.YLTR.GL.D) 
99 CONTINUE 
S TOP 
END 
v 
vb 
vf v a 
Done at DAEC Done at ALRR 
V = mean value of data signal 
Vb = bias applied at the reactor site 
~ gain of SPARTAN and FM tape recorder 
Vf = bias applied as final conditioning of data signal 
Af = gain applied a s final conditioning of data signa l 
Va = internal bias of converter 
Aa = conversion factor for converter 
Save mean value of the signal input to the FFT program 
Figure 23. Conditioning of da ta s igna l mean value 
A-D FFT 
Converter Program 
PSD 
A a 
s ave 
0\ 
\J1 
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XI. APPENDIX B. 
PDP-15 PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF SPECTRA 
The procedure for the computation of spectra from time series data 
is given in this appendix. The system was capable of analyzing two 
signals simultaneously which allowed the power spectral density (PSD) 
of each signal, the cross power spectral density (CPSD), the coherence, 
and phase lag between the two signals to be calculated. 
The limited amount of memory in the ALRR PDP-15 computer 
limited the number of time domain data points, N, to 512 words for each 
of the two signals being analyzed. The filter of the A-D converter was 
set at an upper cutoff frequency of 10 Hz and a sampling rate, f , 
s 
set at 25.6 samples per second. 
The Nyquist frequency (f ) is given by c 
f 
c 
= 
f 
2 
s 
= 12.8 Hz (10) 
and the discrete spectral points are separated by the resolution band-
width given by 
f 
B = ~ 
e N O. 05 Hz 
The discrete frequency points of the spectra are 
kf 
Ns , k = 0, 1, 2, 3 .•• N - 1 
(11) 
(12) 
Therefore, fk = 0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, •.• 25.55 Hz but, fc = 12.8 Hz 
which shows that unique r~sults are obtained only for k = O, 1, 2, 3, 
•• • N/ 2 - 1. The discrete frequency points then become O, O. 05, O .1, 
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0.15 12.8 Hz. 
The PDP-15 program first calculates the mean value of the time 
signal and subtracts this mean value from all data points. The second 
step is to apply a window function to the data to reduce the side-lobe 
leakage. The window used was a complete cosine squared function (20) 
given by 
w(t) 
2 ntfs 
cos -N- , t ± ~ , n = 0, 1, 2, 3 . . . ~ - 1 (13) 
s 
The Fourier transform of the two time domain signals is now 
computed by inserting one record x(n) as the real part and one record 
y(n) as the imaginary part of the complex record z(n) 
z(n) = x(n) + iy(n) (14) 
and z(n) is Fourier transformed to Z(k), k = 0, 1, 2, ... N - 1, using 
the FFT algorithm. The Fourier transforms of x(n) and y(n) are given 
as 
X(k) Z{k} + Z*{N - k} 
2 (15) 
and 
Y(k) = Z{k} - Z*{N - k} 2 (16) 
where 
Z(k) e(k) + if(k). (17) 
and the Nyquist cut-off frequency occurs when k = N/ 2, giving unique results onl y 
when k = 0, 1, 2, .•• N/ 2 - 1. The raw estimates of the PSD' s are 
and 
G' (k) 
x IX(k) 1
2 
G (k) = IY(k) 12 
y 
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Using Eqs. (15), (16), and (17) 
and 
where 
a(k) = [e(k) + e(N - k)]/2 
b(k) [f(k) - f(N - k)]/2 
c(k) = [f(k) + f(N - k)]/2 
and 
d(k) = [e(N - k) - e(k)]/2 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
The raw estimates of the real, Cxy(k), and imaginary, ~(k) components 
of the CPSD function are given by 
-C (k) = a(k)c(k) + b(k)d(k) 
xy 
(25) 
and 
~(k) = b(k)c(k) - a(k)d(k) (26) 
The PDP-15 outputs the PSD of each data signal and the real and imaginary 
values of the CPSD. Normalization and calculation of CPSD, coherence, 
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and phase are done outside the PDP-15 program. The CPSD, coherence, 
and phase functions are calculated using 
CPSD(k) = (C~(k) + ~(k)]l/ 2 (27) 
Coherence= CPSD2(k)/(G (k) · G (k)] x y (28) 
and 
-180 -1 .~ (k) 
Phase = - t [~ ] an ...., • 
n C (k) 
xy 
(29) 
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XII. APPENDIX C. DATA ACQUISITION PROCEDURES 
This appendix contains the data acquisition procedure used by 
the DAEC engineering staff. Also included is a DATA LOG SHEET which 
was used to insure all necessary data were properly recorded or logged. 
A. Outline of Procedures 
The acquisition of data will be done three times a day at approxi-
mately 8:00 a.m., 12:00 (noon), and 4:00 p.m. The data acquisition is 
broken into two parts: 
A. Calibrating and initializing equipment. 
B. Recording data on FM tape recorder. 
Calibrating and initializing the equipment will be doneeverymorning 
(8:00 a.m.) before recording data and consists of: 
A. Calibrating tape recorder. 
B. Assuring tape recorder is in proper operating order. 
C. Proper adjustment for signal conditioning. 
The properly conditioned signal will then be recorded for three 
20-minute periods. These data acquisitions will be recorded on the 
same tape, therefore the DATA LOG SHEET's for one day of data acquisi-
tion will have the same tape reel number (item 24). When this full 
data tape is removed from the recorder, it should be placed in the 
provided envelope along with the three DATA LOG SHEET's and other 
requested information. This envelope should then be sealed and labeled 
with the data tape number. 
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The Calibration Procedure is to be used for the 8:00 a.m. data 
acquisition and the Date Acquisition Procedure is to be used for the 
12:00 and 4:00 acquisitions. 
TR 
SPARTAN 
B. Calibration Procedure 
Four Channel Tape Recorder 
Signature Pattern Acquisition from Reactor Amplified Noise 
l. Remove tape reel presently on TR. Thread calibration tape as 
shown by lines on tape compartment. 
2. Set tape speed at 3.75 ips on TR 
3. Place ON/OFF switch of the record/reproduce module on TR in 
ON position for channels 1-4. FREQ/PHASE should be in FREQ. 
4. Set OUTPUT CUTOFF switch (red knob) of TR at 1 kHz for channels 
1-4. 
5. Check for proper tape threading. The tape nrust be tight. 
6 . Set FM/DIRECT selector switch (black knob) on TR to FM for 
channels 1-4. NEVER USE DIRECT. 
7. Set INPUT GAIN fully counter-clockwise, using the provided 
screwdriver. 
8. Press and hold RECORD pushbutton on TR; press STOP pushbutton; 
release STOP and then release RECORD. Four red lights should 
come on. 
9. Calibrate Digital Volt Meter (DVM) 
A. Press Zero DVM of TAPE REC SELECT pushbutton set on 
SPARTAN. Adjust DVM to 00.0 and the sign toggling 
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between+ and -. 
B. Press Read Cal Sig of TAPE REC SELECT pushbutton set . 
Adjust DVM to 1727 + 2. 
C. Repeat A and B until desired conditions are met . 
10. Press Tape Rec Cal of FUNCTION SELECT pushbutton set and 
Ch 1 of TAPE REC SELECT pushbutton set on SPARTAN. 
11 . Press STOP pushbutton on TR. 
12. Set FM/DIRECT selector switch (black knob) of record/reproduce 
module of TR to FM ZERO for channels 1-4. Four green lights 
should come on. 
13. Log the desired infonnation for items 1-7 and 12-15 on DATA 
LOG SHEET. See COMMENT #4 at end of procedures . 
14. Adjust OUTPUT ZERO for channel #1 on TR to 000 + 100 on the 
DVM on SPARTAN. Repeat for TR channels 2-4 by selecting Ch 2, 
Ch 3, and Ch 4 of TAPE REC SELECT pushbutton set on SPARTAN . 
15. Press and hold RECORD pushbutton on TR; press forward (~) 
DRIVE pushbutton; release RECORD and DRIVE. Four r ed lights 
should come on. Let TR run for f i ve minutes before going to 
step 16. 
16. Press Ch 1 of TAPE REC SELECT on SPARTAN. Adjust INPUT ZERO 
for channel #1 on TR to 000 ± 200 on the DVM on SPARTAN . 
Repeat for TR channels 2-4 by selecting Ch 2, Ch 3, and Ch 4 
of TAPE REC SELECT pushbutton set on SPARTAN. There will be 
a time lag between adjustment and readout on DVM. 
17. Set FM/DIRECT selector switch (black knob) of r ecor d/reproduce 
module on TR to FM GAIN CAL for channels 1-4. 
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18. Press Ch 1 of TAPE REC SELECT pushbutton set on SPARTAN and 
observe the signal on the oscilloscope. The signal should be 
a sine wave. The monitor meter for TR channel #1 should read 
approximately 1 volt. If the above conditions are met then 
channel #1 of the TR is in proper operation. If the above 
signals are not obtained press the STOP pushbutton on TR. 
Switch the FM/DIRECT selector (black knob) to FM and then back 
to FM GAIN CAL. Switch the OUTPUT CUTOFF switch (red knob) 
to 100 cps and then back to 1 kHz. If the sine wave and the 
1 volt reading are obtained then TR channel #1 is in proper 
operating condition. In case of channel failure see COMMENT 
#1 at end of procedures. 
19. Repeat step 17 for TR channels 2-4 by selecting Ch 2, Ch 3, 
and Ch 4 of TAPE REC SELECT pushbutton set on SPARTAN. Log 
desired information for items 8-11 on DATA LOG SHEET for 
each data acquisition. 
20. Press First Bias Adj. of FUNCTION SELECT pushbutton set and 
BIAS 1 of BIAS SELECT pushbutton set on SPARTAN. 
21. Set bias #1, as read on DVM, opposite in sign and equal to 
the mean DC level of the LRPM signal input to channel #1, 
this is the value entered on item #12 on the DATA LOG SHEET. 
Adjust bias #1 using pot on front of SPARTAN. See Fig. 3 . 4 . 
22. Repeat steps 21 and 22 using Bias 2, Bias 3, and Bias 4 of 
BIAS SELECT pushbutton set on SPARTAN and items 13-15 on 
DATA LOG SHEET. 
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23. Set FM/DIRECT selector switch (black knob) to FM for TR 
channels 1-4. 
24. Adjust INPUT GAIN of channels 1-4 on TR until white dots line 
up. 
25. Adjust GAIN pots on SPARTAN to read 250 for channels 1-4. 
26. Press Final Bias & Gain Adj of FUNCTION SELECT pushbutton set 
on SPARTAN. 
27. Press Ch l of TAPE REC SELECT pushbutton set on SPARTAN. 
28 . Adjust gain and bias of channel #1 on SPARTAN to get the 
proper signal on the oscilloscope. The proper signal is 2 
volts peak-to-peak and centered around zero. See Fig . 3.5. 
29 . Repeat steps 27 and 28 using Ch 2, Ch 3, and Ch 4 of TAPE 
REC SELECT pushbutton set on SPARTAN. 
30. Observe the data signals on the oscilloscope, using Ch 1, 
Ch 2, Ch 3, and Ch 4 of TAPE REC SELECT pushbutton set on 
SPARTAN, for 5 minutes per channel. This is to check for 
signals exceeding the 2 volt peak-to-peak level . If any such 
signals are observed r educe gain accordingly. See COMMENT 
#2 at end of procedures . 
31. Log the desired information on items 16-23 on DATA LOG SHEET. 
32. Press the STOP pushbutton on TR. Remove the calibration tape 
and thread a new data acquisi tion tape. 
33. Log desired information for item 24 on DATA LOG SHEET. See 
COMMENT #4 at end of procedure . 
34 . Set the tape footage counter reading on TR to 0000. 
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35. Press and hold RECORD pushbutton on TR; press forward (~) 
DRIVE pushbutton; r elease RECORD and DRIVE. 
36 . Press Bias Data of FUNCTION SELECT pushbutton set on SPARTAN. 
Log on DATA LOG SHEET the tape footage counter reading when 
Bias Data was activated, item #25. Let the TR run 10 ft 
before proceeding to step 37. 
37. Press Acq Data of the FUNCTION SELECT pushbutton set on SPARTAN. 
Log tape footage counter reading when Acq Data was activated, 
item #26 on DATA LOG SHEET, 
38. Log the final bias reading for channel #1, The bias is read 
on the DVM by activating Bias 1 of the BIAS SELECT pushbutton 
set on SPARTAN. Repeat for channels 2-4. Use items 27-30 
on DATA LOG SHEET. 
C, Data Acquisition Procedure 
TR = Four Channel Tape Recorder 
SPARTAN Signature Pattern Acquisition from Reactor Amplified Noise 
1. Set tape speed at 3.75 ips on TR. 
2. Place ON/OFF switch on TR in ON position for channels 1-4. 
3. Set OUTPUT CUTOFF switch (red knob) of TR at 1 kHz for channels 
1-4. FREQ/PHASE should be in FREQ. 
4. Check for proper tape threading . The tape nrust be tight. 
5. Set FM/DIRECT selector (black knob) on TR to FM for channels 
1-4. 
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6. Set gain and bias pots for channels 1-4 to values entered in 
items 16- 23 on previous DATA LOG SHEET. 
7. Press Final Gain & Bias Adj of FUNCTION SELECT pushbutton 
set on SPARTAN. 
8. Log the desired information for items 1-15 and item 24 on 
DATA LOG SHEET. 
9. 
10. 
Press and hold RECORD pushbutton on TR; press forward (!>) 
DRIVE pushbutton; release RECORD and DRIVE. 
Briefly observe the four channels of data acquisition on the 
oscilloscope using Ch 1, Ch 2, Ch 3, and Ch 4 of TAPE REC 
SELECT pushbutton set on SPARTAN. The signals should be 2 
volts peak-to-peak and centered around zero. See COMMENT #3 
at end of procedures. 
11 . Press Bias Data of FUNCTION SELECT pushbutton set on SPARTAN. 
Log on DATA LOG SHEET (item #25) the t ape footage counter 
reading when Bias Data was activated. Let TR run for 10 ft . 
12. Press Acq Data of the FUNCTION SELECT pushbutton set on 
SPARTAN. Log tape footage counter reading (item #26) when 
Acq Data was activated. 
13. Log the final bias reading for channel #1 . The bias is read 
on the DVM by activating Bias 1 of the BIAS SELECT pushbutton 
set on SPARTAN. Repeat for channels 2-4. Use items 27-30 
on DATA LOG SHEET. 
14. Log the desired information on items 16- 23 on DATA LOG SHEET. 
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D. C0mments 
1. The LPRM string to be used is 40-25. Signal connections are 
as follows: 
2. 
3. 
Channel 1 
Channel 2 
40-25-A 
40-25-B 
Channel 3 - 40-25-C 
Channel 4 - 40-25-D 
40-25-D and 40-25-C are the most important data signals. 
If the TR channel being used for the 40-25-C or 40-25-D signal 
becomes inoperative use the TR channel being used for the 
40-25-A or 40-25-B signal. 
The signal must be properly conditioned at this point because 
there will not be enough tape available to do so later . It 
is better to have the gain too low than too high. 
This step (10 of DATA ACQUISITION) must be performed in one 
minute or less. If you have to make adjustments that take 
more time than this press STOP pushbutton on TR. Record the 
tape footage counter reading (on scrap of paper). Repeat 
step 9 and make necessary adjustments. After adjustments are 
made press FAST (~) reverse pushbutton on TR and returned 
to the tape footage counter reading recorded above. Then 
proceed with step 10. 
4. On the first day of each week of data acquisition a TIP 
trace should be obtained for the 40-25 LPRM string. This 
TIP Trace should be put with the first day's tape of data. 
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E. DATA LOG SHEET 
19 
When an item of information is logged check the box pertaining to 
that i t em at the right hand edge of the sheet . 
1 . Site of collec tion - - /-/ 
2 . Date - ------------------~ - I I 
3 . Oper ating condi tions of reac tor when data were collected, 
ob t a in P-1 Program output and rod position map --------- /~~/ 
4. LPRM connected t o channel Ill - - /-/ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
5 . LPRM connected t o channel 112 - - /~~/ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
6. LPRM connected t o channel 113 /-/ 
7 . LPRM connected t o channel 114 - ~~~~~~~~~~~~ - I I 
8 . Channel Il l oper able? 
9 . Channel 112 oper abl e? 
10 . Channel 113 operable? 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
(cir cle one) 
(circle one) 
(circle one) 
/-/ 
/-/ 
/-/ 
11 . Channel /14 operable? YES NO (circle one) --------- /~~/ 
12 . Mean DC level of LPRM signal connected to 
channel Ill -
13. Mean DC level of LPRM signal connected to 
channel 112 - - /--/ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
14 . Mean DC level of LPRN signal connected to 
channel 113 -
15 . Mean DC level of LPRM signal connected to 
channel 114 -
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
16. Channel Cl gain adjustment reading 
- /-/ 
/-/ 
17 . Channel 112 gain adjustment reading 
18. Channel 113 gain adjustment reading 
I I 
_______ - I I 
- /-/ 
~~~~~~~~~ 
19. Channel 114 gain adjustment reading 
20. Channel Ill bias adjustment reading - - /~~/ 
~~~~~~~~~ 
21 . Channel 112 bias ad justment reading - - /~~/ 
~~~~~~~~~ 
22. Channel 113 bias adjustment reading -
~~~~~~~~-
- / - / 
23 . Channel /14 bias adj ustment reading - _______ - I I 
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24. Magnetic tape reel number - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - I I 
25. Bias data activated - - /~~/ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
26. Acq data activated - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - I I 
27 . Final bias voltage for channel #1 - - /~~/ 
~~~~~~~~~ 
28. Final bias voltage for channel #2 - - /~~/ 
~~~~~~~~~ 
29 . Final bias voltage for channel #3 - - 1----r 
~~~~~~~~~ 
30. Final Bias voltage for channel #4 - - /~~/ 
~~~~~~~~~ 
Double check the column of boxes a t the right edge of these pages . 
There must be a check in EVERY BOX. 
